ENHANCED SECURITY • LINKED TOGETHER

YOUR VALUE ADDED DISTRIBUTOR
AFIINTRA is unique in its field. We are the heart of diverse, converging markets that evolves around the IT network infrastructure, internet and security world. Our over a decade experience and the in house expertise that we posses provides the best platform for any kind IT network, security and surveillance related demands. Converging expertise with our wide product range provides beyond the obvious integration for our customers.
PARTNERSHIPS, STRENGTHENED

Our long-term relationships with industry-leading companies deliver high-value solutions to our customers. We've established a range of alliances to provide quality cutting edge technology integration and meet the needs of our diversified customer base.
Enhanced Security
Linked Together
XPLORE 2.0

XPLORE 2.0 is a total signage solution that goes beyond obvious standard digital signage, offering high performance signage solution that is intelligent and versatile. XPLORE 2.0 can be a platform to easily and effectively communicate marketing messages and enhance your retail environment. XPLORE 2.0 is versatile enough to fit into any interactive interfaces, desktops, PCs and hardware that is used as a digital signage display.

With our XPLORE 2.0 Content Manager, everything and anything related to the digital signage can be managed and monitored. Power management, maintenance log and statistical report can be generated and managed via XPLORE 2.0 Content Player.

XPLORE 2.0 is also equipped with a Remote Manager which monitors multiple content players in a single user interface, delivers hands on remote support, real time hardware report generation regardless of location and need of firewall.

- **SCALABLE**
  - Easy integration with any hardware or data sources
- **INTERACTIVE**
  - Rich media interactive experience that enables engagement of audience
- **FLEXIBLE**
  - Ability to manage and control multiple interfaces via a centralized system
- **REAL TIME**
  - Ability to manage and generate any personalized reports on real time basis
- **CREATIVE**
  - Unlimited creative and innovative customizable features that enhances your workflow
- **ADAPTABLE**
  - Tailor made software that fits into any business environment, allowing seamless integration and operation
NG SURVEILLANCE

NG Surveillance, a brainchild of AFIINTRA Technologies that provides leading video surveillance and intercom system solution across the region. Providing end to end video surveillance solution that covers, video recording, storage, analytics, display, panic button and video management system makes NG surveillance to be one of the finest and complete intelligent video solution provider.

Banking & Finance  
Public Security  
Access Control  
Telecommunication  
Residential  
Transportation  
Worker Management  
Law Enforcement

VIDEO ANALYTICS INTEGRATION
Airport Automation System & Enterprise Solution
AAS-BSIA (AS Building System Integration & Automation) remotely monitors and controls the status of assets across the airport. Typical airport-wide assets would be electricity distribution, water treatment plant, road infrastructure etc. AAS-BSIA is a particular application to manages building systems within the airport terminal. AAS-BSIA provides a range of services from initial feasibility studies through to delivering complete operational SCADA solutions using commercial off-the-shelf products and open standards. ABSIA can be delivered with other airport operational systems as part of AFIINTRA's integrated airport solution.

It provides operators with a coordinated view of all the systems based on a floorplan of the building where appropriate, allowing operators to react to the information in the context of the location of the equipment concerned. It centralises alarm management, allowing proper prioritisation of faults and incidents, reducing operator workload and improving the efficiency of the operation. Interaction between systems, such as automatic display of CCTV images associated with an incident, can be handled by AAS-BSIA.
ENTERPRISE SOLUTION

High Performance Ethernet Network
High Performance Ethernet is the key infrastructure for the Enterprise environment and data center to support the Entire operation of the business. Your network should evolve with technology. But networking paradigms haven’t kept up with rapid advancements in virtualization, convergence, mobility and the cloud — all the IT capabilities essential to driving business today. You can free your network from the constraints of outdated networking paradigms. Transform your network with innovations shaped by our unique, time-tested and market-proven expertise in clients, servers and storage. With Our Networking solutions, you can modernize your network to improve infrastructure, gain performance and lower costs with the power of 10GbE networking.

For your data center, this means powerful capabilities to economically virtualize and converge infrastructure and services with fixed-form-factor platforms and software-defined networking (SDN)-ready solutions. For campus networks, we give you the tools to move beyond plumbing, empowering you with solutions to optimize your mobile enterprise with speed and efficiency. Throughout, we provide easy-to-use management tools and a suite of professional services that simplify complex tasks and save you time and money.
**ENTERPRISE SOLUTION**

*Big data, Cloud Computing, Virtualization, Distributed Computing*

With the incremental demand in virtualization, cloud computing, distributed computing and big data, Afiintra has indeed knowledge in providing solution for enterprise grade solution for you. AFIINTRA’s solutions can help you maximize the efficiency, flexibility and reliability of your entire infrastructure such as Data Center Consolidation, As a Service, Mobile Cloud Infrastructure, Hybrid Cloud, and business application, completely provide both software and hardware, customizable.

*Industrial Security Solutions*

Our security product provides leading network security solution for companies span from SME, Enterprises, Telco., ISP, DotCom, Banks, Pharmaceutical, defence and governments. Our award-winning, industrial-strength security products protect the integrity of data and applications from hackers and digital thieves, Securing your desktop, mobile devices such as tablet and smart phone as well as your network infrastructure.
ENTERPRISE SOLUTION

**IP Base CCTV**

CCTV (IP Base Close Circuit Television), feature next generation solution satisfies all of the requirements for any secured areas. Generally the design breaks into two segments; Data Storage Center (DSC) and Disaster Recovery Center (DRC) where both are meant to minimize the risks and points of failures to the designated surveillance system. The design ensures optimum performance of the IP cameras, application servers, storage servers, network equipment, physical media connection, video management software, and video analytics system. This design solution is able to ensure system availability and performance for the user of the airport IP Surveillance System. Resolution and field-of-view are important performance parameters in surveillance, and today's multi-megapixel technology increases CCTV ability to resolve operationally significant details at a specified distance.

AFIINTRA's CCTV solution delivers different level of features that covers Detection, Orientation, Recognition to Identification. Intelligent video analytic can be integrated to analyse an object and make a determination if it is possible threat, to associate behaviour or events, complement with sensors such as thermal imaging, ground surveillance radars, and perimeters beams to further aid security operations.
**ENTERPRISE SOLUTION**

*Access Control & Alarm Monitoring System (ACAMS)*

Deployment of ACAMS is to control the passage of staff and users into secure and sterile areas in line with the regulatory requirements and organization’s specific Security Policy.

AFIINTRA employs multiple ACAMS technologies depending on the technical and operational system requirements and performance standards for each organization. Our services also include full single-system functionality integration to 3rd party systems such as CCTV, perimeter, duress alarms, vehicle gates, and checkpoint breakthrough control.

*Public Address & Intercom System*

Commercial buildings have the responsibility to provide adequate safety and security for the abundance of individuals using the facilities every day. From potential threats, intruders, extreme emergencies or everyday incidences the communication and security system must be proficient and incorporate all aspects, such as fire stairs, lifts and building layouts.

AFIINTRA offers a comprehensive communications system, which provides IP intercom (including fire stair and lift intercom solutions), and Public Address, that seamlessly interfaces with third party devices such as access control, CCTV, building management and security systems. Ensure the easy and steady management of security and communications. User and staff safety are also increased through full integration of access control, building and security management, CCTV and ticketing machines.
ENTERPRISE SOLUTION

Building Management System
AFIINTRA is the leading provider of open architecture Physical Security Integration Management (PSIM) technologies to manage and coordinate all of the safety, communication and building automation systems that has been installed and deployed in a building.

AFIINTRA Building Manager, is deployed at hundreds of critical infrastructure projects each year by an ever growing community of support and development partners around the world.

Built using the open architecture principles of SCADA software, AFIINTRA Building Manager is a Physical Security Integration Manager used for command and control rooms in many different vertical market sectors, allow single operator to monitor and control all security systems, in addition to enabling faster responses to emergencies and greater overall effectiveness.

Enterprise Asset Management
Afiintra enterprise asset management (EAM) solutions help to prolonged asset lifetime & uptime, records on asset history to support fast decision making, providing real-time KPI analysis, achieving regulatory compliance and improve asset productivity.

AFIINTRA EAM solution covers facility services including Building Services, Maintenance Operations, Energy Management, Landcare, Building Systems Automation Centre (BSAC), and Quality and Work Control.
AFIINTRA brings in-depth industry expertise gained from various hands-on experiences spanning functions and sectors regardless of geographical location. Our industry experience, innovative thinking and capability of thinking beyond the obvious to suggest quality recommendations beyond formula and pinpoint the best and most practical course of action makes us the most reliable and matured value added distributor in this field. If you do not see your specific industry below, please contact us, as not every area of our sector expertise is represented here.